Abstract

The church of St. Gothard in Český Brod is one of the most important sights in this town. This Bachelor’s thesis is concerned with its history, construction history and collection of architectural projects for the church. The first considerable rebuilding of the original gothic basilica was in 1613 and the second one in the second half of the 18th century, when it obtained a new late-baroque front facade and tower. The author of the baroque rebuilding is an architect Jan Josef Wirch. In the Podlipanské muzeum in Český Brod is deposited a collection of plans, which projected an unrealized regothization of church from an architect František Mikš and Vojtěch Heim, project for reconstruction and painting decoration of the church for realized rebuilding in 1912–13 and plans of look of the church in 1905 from a builder Jan Hola.
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